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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS

SAM PINO, JEANNE R.
THOMAS, TODD PALMER, and
JODIE PALMER
Plaintiffs/Appellants,
vs.
CASE NO. 20160294-CA
ENTITY #4812420-0140,
Commonly known as The Well
Corporation, a Utah nonprofit
Corporation
Defendant/Appellee.

BRIEF OF APPELLANT

APPEAL FROM SUMMARY JUDGMENT
ENTERED IN THE UTAH THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT,
SALT LAKE COUNTY, HONORABLE ROBERT FAUST

JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT

This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to Utah Code Ann §78A-4-103(2)(j).
STATEMENT OF ISSUES ON APPEAL
1.

Issue:

Was appellee irrevocably dissolved by the Utah Department of

Commerce, Division of Corporations and Commercial Code ("Division")?
Standard of Review:

This issue involves questions of statutory and case

law interpretation and granting of summary judgment by the trial court, and it should be
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reviewed for correctness, giving no deference to the trial court's legal conclusions. Salt
Lake City Corporation v. Evans Development Group. LLC, 216 UT 15, ii 9, 363 P.3d

1263; In Re Adoption ofA.B., D.B., and S.S., 1999 UT 315, if 8,991 P.2d 70.

Preservation:

This issue was preserved by having been argued to the trial

court. R 1-8, 504-507, 511-514, 775,791.

2.

Issue:

Was Appellee's post dissolution transfer of assets required to

Gu

comply with its Articles of Incorporation?

Standard of Review:

This issue involves questions of statutory and case

law interpretation and granting of summary judgment by the trial court, and it should be
reviewed for correctness, giving no deference to the trial court's legal conclusions. Id.

Preservation:

This issue was preserved by having been argued to the trial
~

court. R. 1-8, 518-520, 784-791.

3.

Issue:

Did the trial court properly allow post dissolution transfer of

Appellant's assets to a new corporation, Utah corporate entity# 8593427 ("TWC 2013")
that was formed to receive those assets?

Standard of Review:

This issue involves questions of statutory and case

law interpretation and granting of summary judgment by the trial court, and it should be
reviewed for correctness, giving no deference to the trial court's legal conclusions. Id.

Preservation:

This issue was preserved by having been argued to the trial

court. R. 1-8, 517-521, 784-791.

~
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CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS, STATUTES, AND RULES
Statutes involved in determination of the issues in this appeal are set forth in the
Addendum attached hereto.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Nature of the case:

This case is an appeal from a summary judgment rendered by

Judge Robert Faust granting Appellee's motion for summary judgment, denying
Appellant's motion for summary judgment, and dismissing all claims in Appellant's
complaint.
Course of the Proceedings and Disposition below:

Appellant filed a complaint

in the trial court seeking, inter alia, confirmation of administrative dissolution of Appellant
by the Division, judicial dissolution of Appellant, and supervision of the winding up of its
~

affairs. Ultimately both sides filed motions for summary judgment, which were granted
and denied as stated above.
ST A TEMENT OF RELEVANT FACTS
A group of lot owners in the Brighton Estates Subdivision in Wasatch County, Utah
entered into a well participation agreement to drill a water well to service the subdivision
and their lots. R. 695. In 2000, they formed TWC 2000 as a Utah nonprofit corporation to
own, finance, and administer the well and to distribute its water to the shareholder lot
owners. R. 695. The well was drilled and used for that purpose. R. 312. TWC 2000's
registration with the Division was last renewed in 2009, and it was administratively
dissolved by the Division in 2010 for failure to renew the registration. R. 565, 695, & 773.
TWC 2000 did not seek to reinstate its registration within two years as allowed by Utah
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Code Ann. § 16-6a-1412(1) for that purpose. R. 695; Adden. 2, p. 2. Notwithstanding, the
Division reinstated TWC 2000's registration but later changed that reinstatement to a
pending status that would only be removed by court order, authenticated signatures to an
agreement, or binding arbitration, and the Division restricted TWC 2000's activities to
those authorized in Utah Code Ann. § l 6-6a-1405 for dissolved corporations. R. 448, 622.
In 2013, directors ofTWC 2000 created and registered TWC 2013 as a Utah

Gv

nonprofit corporation. R. 696. Then, by an assignment agreement, TWC 2000 and TWC
2013 transferred all assets ofTWC 2000 to TWC 2013. R. 696, 475-476. After the
Division reinstated TWC 2000, and by a rescission agreement, such assignment agreement
was revoked, leaving the assets in TWC 2000's ownership. R. 696, 478. After the Division
placed TWC 2000's registration in pending status, and by a conditional rescission
<iit)

agreement, such revocation of the assignment leaving the assets in TWC 2000's ownership
was made conditional upon eventual reinstatement of TWC 2000 and its existence being no
longer subject to challenge. R. 697, 480.
Pursuant to a notice dated August 12, 2014, TWC 2000's board of directors caused
a TWC 2000 annual shareholders' meeting to be held on September 6, 2014. R. 482, 696.
The notice advised shareholders that the corporation was subject to some legal challenges,
including lawsuits. That the board would report to the shareholders at the meeting the
status of legal issues, and that an election for new board members would be held at the end
of the meeting. R. 482. The notice did not include any information that a vote on
ratification of the prior board action transferring all TWC 2000 assets to TWC 2013 would
be called for at the meeting. See R, 482. Twenty two shareholders out of 42 shareholders

4
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~

entitled to vote at a shareholders' meeting attended the meeting, and 21 out of 22
shareholders attending the meeting voted to ratify prior actions of the board of directors, R.
485, 488-489
Appellants commenced this action against TWC 2000 in the trial court seeking
confirmation of TWC 2000's dissolution by the Division and challenging the transfer of
assets from TWC 2000 to TWC 2013. R. 1-8. Appellee has challenged court supervision
of winding up its affairs. On February 26, 2016, the trial court awarded summary judgment
to TWC 2000 and denied Appellant's motion for summary judgment, concluding that post
dissolution transfer of all of TWC 2000's assets to TWC 2013 did not have to comply with
TWC 2000's Articles Of Incorporation ("Articles"), and that even if compliance with the
Articles was required, such a requirement was satisfied .. R. 694-702.
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

TWC 2000 was administratively dissolved by the Division, and, as a dissolved
corporation, its assets should be distributed. Under the applicable Utah statute dealing with
distribution of assets of a dissolved nonprofit corporation, the assets could be distributed to
TWC 2013 as another nonprofit corporation organized to receive such assets, as was done,
or, in the alternative, by distributing the assets to TWC 2000's shareholders as required by
its Articles. Distribution of the assets to TWC 2013 ignores and violates provisions of
TWC 2000's Articles that: (1) require distribution, upon dissolution, to TWC 2000's
shareholders, and (2) that require the corporation's directors to adopt and recommend to
shareholders a resolution before a shareholder vote can occur on the resolution and all or
substantially all of the corporation's assets may be transferred. In addition, allowing
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~

transfer of TWC 2000's assets to TWC 2013 under the facts of this case will inhibit the
ability of corporate shareholders in general to draft and rely upon articles of incorporation
adopted for their corporations.
Together, TWC 2000's Articles and applicable statutes constitute a contract between
TWC 2000 's shareholders and the corporation. Contracts are to be interpreted to give
effect to all terms of the contract where possible. Allowing transfer to TWC 2000's assets
to TWC 2013 is consistent with one of two applicable statutory provisions, but it is not
consistent with and violates applicable provisions of TWC 2000's Articles. On the other
hand, both the statute and Articles can be given effect by following a statutory alternative
of distributing the assets to TWC 2000's shareholders rather than transferring them to
TWC 2013.

ARGUMENT

I.

TWC 2000's Legal Existence Has Been Dissolved And Cannot Be
Reinstated.
As set forth and supported in the foregoing Statement of Relevant Facts, TWC 2000

was dissolved and then given pending status by the Division as set forth below.
A Utah nonprofit corporation is required to file an annual report with the Division
each year. Utah Code Ann. § l 6-6a-1607. The Division may dissolve a nonprofit
corporation for failure to file its annual report. See Utah Code Ann. §16-6a-1410 & 1412.
As of December 6, 2010, TWC 2000 was dissolved and given an expired status by the
Division because of failure to file its annual report. Utah Code Ann. § l 6-6a-1412( 1)
allows for reinstatement by application within two years after dissolution. Notwithstanding

6
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that no application for reinstatement was made within two years after its dissolution, the
Division reinstated TWC 2000, but then changed that reinstated status to pending, with the
pending status to be removed only by court order, agreement, or arbitration. Supra at P. 4.
The Utah Supreme Court has stated that a corporation's failure to apply for
reinstatement within two years of the effective date of administrative dissolution makes the
~

dissolution incurable, and subsequently the corporation exists only for the purpose of
winding up its business affairs. See Miller v. Celebration Mining Co., 2001 UT 64, ~j 20, 29
P.3d 1231. Although the Supreme Court was dealing with the Utah Uniform Revised Business
Corporation Act, its provisions dealing with filing of annual reports and administrative dissolution
are essentially the same as the applicable Utah Revised Nonprofit Corporation Act. Compare Utah
Code Ann.§§ 16-l0a-1607, 1421, & 1422 and Utah Code Ann. §§16-6a-1607, 1410, &
1412. Finally, counsel for TWC 2002 advised the Trial Court that it would give up on
trying to get TWC 2000 reinstated. R. 775.
Because no application for reinstatement was submitted to the Division within the
required two years, because the Utah Revised Nonprofit Corporation statute does not
provide for reinstatement after expiration of such two year period, because the dissolution
is incurable, and because TWC 2000 has given up on reinstatement, the trial court should
have removed TWC 2000's pending status and ruled that it is irrevocably dissolved. As a
dissolved nonprofit corporation, its assets should be distributed to its shareholders as
argued below.
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II.

TWC 2000's Post Dissolution Transfer Of Assets To TWC 2013 Was In
Contravention Of The Articles And Was Not A Proper Application Of The
Governing Statute.

The lower court's decision fails to give effect to two provisions of the Articles.
This could have been avoided by following an equally applicable alternative provision
contained in the governing statute.
Il(a). The Articles Provide That Upon Dissolution of TWC 2000, Its Assets Are To Be
Distributed To Its Shareholders, Which Was Not Given Effect.

Article XII of the Articles reads as follows:
ARTICLE XII
Dissolution
In the event of dissolution of the Corporation, each shareholder shall
receive its proportionate share of the Corporation's property and assets ....
R. 179, 331, 391, 573; Adden. 3, p 6. Notwithstanding this provision, the trial court
concluded and ruled that, pursuant to Utah "Code Ann. § 16-6a-l 302, the law does not
require a post dissolution distribution of assets to shareholders in order to comply with
this provision of the Articles, that such assets could be transferred to TWC 2013 instead
of to the TWC 2000 shareholders, and that, in any event, the requirement in the Articles
that assets of TWC 2000 must be distributed to shareholders was satisfied. Adden. 2, p. 5.
It is axiomatic that Article XII of the Articles was not satisfied because TWC 2000

shareholders did not receive the assets. The assets were transferred to TWC 2013. The
question then is whether code section 1302 allows such transfer in contradiction of Article
XII of the Articles.
Section 1302 allows several post dissolution alternatives to nonprofit corporations.

8
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<iv

The relevant alternatives to this action are as follows:
(2) A nonprofit corporation may make distributions upon dissolution
as follows:

(b) to its members if it is a munial benefit corporation~
(c) to another nonprofit corporation, including a nonprofit corporation
organized to receive the assets of and function in the place of the
dissolved corporation; and
Utah Code Ann.§ 16-6a-1302(2)(b) & (c). Thus, even though these code sub-sections, in
isolation, would allow a post dissolution distribution to TWC 2013 as a nonprofit
corporation organized to receive the assets of and function in the place of the dissolved
TWC 2000, it does not mandate that alternative over the other alternative of distribution to
TWC 2000's member shareholders ifTWC 2000 is a mutual benefit corporation. TWC
2000 is a mutual benefit corporation because a mutual benefit corporation is a corporation
"that issues shares of stock to its members evidencing a right to receive distribution of
water .... Utah Code Ann. § I 6-6a-I 02(34).
The statute does not mandate which alternative should be followed, but that does not
mean that either alternative is equally available under all circumstances and that the
~

alternative that is contrary to TWC's Articles is appropriate, especially when the other
alternative is not contrary to and would give effect to the Articles. "[A]rticles of
incorporation of a nonprofit corporation constitute a contract between the state and the
corporation, the corporation and its members, and the members among themselves. I A
Fletcher Cyc. Corp. §149. Under Utah law, "It is well established precedent that the
bylaws of a corporation, together with the articles of incorporation, the statute under which
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it was incorporated, and the member's application, constitute a contract between the

®,;

member and the corporation." Okelberry v. West Daniels Land Ass'11., 2005 UT App 327 iJ
14, 120 P.3d 34; See also Swa11 Creek Village Homeowners Ass 'n., 2006 UT 22, iJ 46, 134
P.3d l 122. Both the statute and the Articles are, therefore, part of the same contract
between TWC 2000 and its shareholders.
When possible, contracts are to be interpreted in a manner that gives effect to all
applicable contract terms. The Utah Supreme Court has stated:
[W]e recently stated that a cardinal rule in constrning the contract is to
give effect to the intentions of the parties and, if possible, these intentions
should be gleaned from an examination of the text of the contract itself.
additionally, it is axiomatic that a contract should be interpreted so as to
ha1monize all of its provisions and all of its terms, which terms should be
given effect if it is possible to do so.

LDS Hospital v. Capitol Lffe Insurance Co., 765 P.2d 857, 858 (Utah 1988).
If there is a choice between two equally applicable contract alternatives, and if one
alternative does not give effect to all terms in the contract and another alternative does so,
r,,'.,,,
fliiV

the alternative giving effect to all contract terms must govern. The trial court erred by
applying and giving effect to the statutory alternative allowing transfer of TWC 2000 assets
to TWC 2013 in violation of article XII of the Articles instead of the alternative directing
distribution of the TWC 2000 assets to its shareholders in conformity with Article XII.
II(b). The Articles Provide That Post Dissolution Transfer Of Assets To TWC 2013
Require Certain Action by T\VC 2000's Board Of Directors That Did Not
Occur.
Article III(4) of TWC 2000's Articles provides as follows with respect to transfer
by the corporation of all or substantially all of its assets:

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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~

[T]he Corporation shall be authorized to sell, lease, exchange, pledge, or
otherwise dispose of all or substantially all of the assets of the Corporation ...
except that no such contract for the sale, lease, exchange, mortgage pledge
or other disposition of assets of the Corporation ... shall be authorized or
valid unless; (i) the Board of Directors of the Corporation shall adopt a
resolution recommending the same to the Shareholders ... and directing
that the resolution be submitted to a vote at a meeting of Shareholders having
voting rights in the Corporation ... which may be either an annual or special
meeting, (ii) written notice of such meeting shall have been duly given in
conformance with the requirements of the Bylaws of the Corporation, and (iii)
the resolution be approved by a vote of not less than two thirds of the Shareholders
voting in person or by proxy at a meeting at which a quorum was present.

vJ

R. 177-178; Adden. 3, p.p. 1-2. While TWC 2000's Bylaws do not set forth any required
content of a notice of shareholders' meeting, See R 396-397, Utah Code Ann. §16-6a-704
requires that notice of a shareholders' meeting must be fair and reasonable. A notice is fair
and reasonable if, inter alia, it contains a description of any matter for which shareholder
approval is sought under certain code provisions, including Utah Code Ann. § 16-6a-1202.
That code section allows for transfer of all or substantially all of a nonprofit corporation's
property other than in the regular course of business only upon a proposal of the transfer by
the board of directors and approval by shareholders entitled to vote on the transaction. See
Utah Code Ann.§ 16-6a-704(b); and§ 16-6a-1202.
Generally, notice of an annual shareholders' meeting, as was the meeting in

\liJ

question, is not required to state the business to be transacted at the meeting because annual
meetings are deemed to be an open forum. 5 Fletcher Cyc. Corp. §2009, p. 68. "There are
exceptions to this rule. Where the shareholders are to vote on ... sale of corporate assets
other than in the ordinary course of business ... notice [thereof] must be given." Id. at p.
69.

11
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The notice of shareholders' meeting did not give notice that ratification of transfer
of all ofTWC 2000's assets to TWC 2013 would be submitted to a vote at the meeting.
Nowhere in the Record did TWC 2000 provide any evidence that its board of directors
adopted a required resolution recommending transfer of substantially all of the assets of
TWC 2000 to TWC 2013, that they directed such a resolution be submitted to a
shareholder vote, or that notice was given that a vote on ratification of the asset transfer
would be called for at the meeting. As a result, ratification of transfer of TWC 2000's
assets to TWC 2013 was prohibited by Article III(4) of its Articles. Such article should be
given effect. It could be given effect, as argued above, by application of the statutory
alternative for distribution of assets to TWC 2000's shareholders instead of the alternative
of transfer of the assets to TWC 2013.
~

III.

The Lower Court Following The Statutory Alternative It Chose, And Not
Enforcing Provisions Of The Articles, Will Create Future Uncertainty For
Corporations And Their Shareholders.
Stability and predictability are fundamental principles sought in the law.

Choosing the statutory alternative allowing transfer of TWC 2000's assets to TWC
2013 and not giving effect to the discussed Articles' provisions will create uncertainty for
corporate shareholders when creating articles of incorporation to govern their
corporation. Planning and predictability of enforcement of articles of incorporation will
be compromised if articles are not given effect when it is possible to do so.
It could be expected that a provision in articles of incorporation not be given effect

if it is contradictory to a statutory provision, and if no other alternative is available. That is
not the present case, however. In this case, there is a compatible alternative in the
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same statute that would give effect to both the statute and the Articles. That alternative
should be followed, especially when the statute provides no preference for the other
alternative that results in violation of the Articles. Doing so will allow others to plan and
draft provisions in articles of incorporation with reasonable expectation that the provisions
will be given effect when possible.

CONCLUSION
TWC 2000 has been irrevocably dissolved. Its Articles and the applicable statute
are a contract between TWC 2000 and its shareholders. The trial court failed to follow the
statutory alternative that would give effect to all terms of the contract. For these reasons
the lower court's decision should be reversed and TWC 2000 be declared to be irrevocably
dissolved, with its assets to be distributed to its shareholders, lending stability and
predictability to articles of incorporation in general.
Dated July 19, 2016.

THOMAS N. CROWTHER, P.C.

~~~ThomasN.Crowther
Attorneys for Plaintiffs/Appellants.
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE WITH RULE 24(F)(l)
1.

This brief complies with the type volume limitation of Utah R. App. P. 24(f)( I)
because it contains less than 14,000 words, excluding parts of the b~ief exempted by
Utah R. App. P. 24(t)(l)(B).

2.

This brief complies with the typeface requirements of Utah R. App. P. 27(b)
because it has been prepared in a proportionally spaced typeface using Microsoft
Word in 13 point Times New Roman font.

~~~
~
Thomas N. Crowther

~

~

Attorney for Appellants/Appellees

~

ii)
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
On July 19, 2016, two copies of the foregoing Brief were served upon the following
counsel for Appellee by first class mail, postage prepaid, at the address indicated.

J. Craig Smith
Kathryn J. Steffey
Aaron M. Worthen
Smith Hartvigsen, PLLC
175 south Main Street, Suite 300
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ADDENDUM

1.

Utah statutes cited in brief but not reproduced verbatim in the brief

2.

Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Final Judgment

3.

Articles of Incorporation of the Well Corporation
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§ 16-6a-102. Definitions.

Utah Statutes
Title 16. Corporations
Chapter Ga. Utah Revised Nonprofit Corporation Act

Current through Chapter 423, 2016 General Session
§ 16-6a-102. Definitions

As used in this chapter:
(1)

(a)

"Address" means a location where mail can be delivered by the United States
Postal Service.

(b)

(2)

"Address" includes:
(i)

a post office box number;

(ii)

a rural free delivery route number; and

(iii)

a street name and number.

"Affiliate" means a person that directly or indirectly through one or more intermediaries
controls, or is controlled by, or is under common control with, the person specified.

(3)

"Articles of incorporation" include:
(a)

amended articles of incorporation;

(b)

restated articles of incorporation;

(c)

articles of merger; and

(d)

a document of a similar import to the documents described in Subsections (3)(a)

~

through (c).
(4)

"Assumed corporate name" means a name assumed for use in this state:
(a)

(b)

by a:

~

(i)

foreign corporation pursuant to Section 16-10a-1506; or

(ii)

a foreign nonprofit corporation pursuant to Section 16-6a-1506 ; and

because the corporate name of the foreign corporation described in Subsection
(4)(a) is not available for use in this state.

(5)

(a)

Except as provided in Subsection (S)(b), "board of directors11 means the body
authorized to manage the affairs of a domestic or foreign nonprofit corporation.

(b)

Notwithstanding Subsection (S)(a), a person may not be considered a member of
the board of directors because of a power delegated to that person pursuant to
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Subsection 16-6a-801 (2).
@

(6)

(a)

"Bylaws" means the one or more codes of rules, other than the articles of
incorporation, adopted pursuant to this chapter for the regulation or management
of the affairs of a domestic or foreign nonprofit corporation irrespective of the one
or more names by which the codes of rules are designated.

~

(b)

"Bylaws" includes:
(i)

amended bylaws; and

(ii)

restated bylaws.

GiJ
(7)

@'
'

(8)

(a)

"Cash" or "money11 means:
(i)

legal tender;

(ii)

a negotiable instrument; or

(iii)

other cash equivalent readily convertible into legal tender.

(b)

"Cash" and "money" are used interchangeably in this chapter.

(a)

11

Class11 means a group of memberships that has the same right with respect to

voting, dissolution, redemption, transfer, or other characteristics.

(b)

For purposes of Subsection (8)(a), a right is considered the same if it is determined
by a formula applied uniformly to a group of memberships.

~

(9)

(a)

"Conspicuous" means so written that a reasonable person against whom the
writing is to operate should have noticed the writing.

(b)

(1 O}

"Conspicuous" includes printing or typing in:
(i)

italics;

(ii)

boldface;

(iii)

contrasting color;

(iv)

capitals; or

(v)

underlining.

"Control" or a "controlling interest" means the direct or indirect posse~sion _of the power to
direct or cause the direction of the management and policies of an entity by:
(a)

~

the ownership of voting shares;
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(11)

(b)

contract; or

(c)

a means other than those specified in Subsection (1 O)(a) or (b).

Subject to Section 16-6a-207, 11 cooperative nonprofit corporation 11 or 11 cooperative 11 means
a nonprofit corporation organized or existing under this chapter.

(12)

"Corporate name 11 means:
(a)

the name of a domestic corporation as stated in the domestic corporation's articles
of incorporation;

{b)

the name of a domestic nonprofit corporation as stated in the domestic nonprofit
corporation's articles of incorporation;

(c)

(d)

the name of a foreign corporation as stated in the foreign corporation's:
(i)

articles of incorporation; or

(ii)

document of similar import to articles of incorporation; or

the name of a foreign nonprofit corporation as stated in the foreign nonprofit
corporation's:

(13)

(i)

articles of incorporation; or

(ii)

document of similar import to articles of incorporation.

"Corporation 11 or "domestic corporation" means a corporation for profit that:
(a)

is not a foreign corporation; and

(b)

is incorporated under or subject'to Chapter 1Oa, Utah Revised Business
Corporation Act.

(14)

(15)

11

11

Delegate 11 means a person elected or appointed to vote in a representative assembly:
(a)

for the election of a director; or

(b)

on matters other than the election of a director.

Deliver11 includes delivery by mail or another means of transmission authorized by Section

16-6a-103, except that delivery to the division means actual receipt by the division.
(16)
(1 7)

"Director" means a member of the board of directors.
(a)

11

Distribution 11 means the payment of a dividend or any part of the income or profit

of a nonprofit corporation to the nonprofit corporation's:
(i)

members;
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(b)

(ii)

directors; or

(iii)

officers.

"Distribution 11 does not include a fair-value payment for:

(i)

a good sold; or

(ii)

a service received.

(18)

11

Division" means the Division of Corporations and Commercial Code.

(19)

11

Effective date," when referring to a document filed by the division, means the time and

date determined in accordance with Section 16-6a-108.
(20)

"Effective date of notice" means the date notice is effective as provided in Section 16-6a103.

(21)

"Electronic transmission" or "electronically transmitted" means a process of
communication not directly involving the physical transfer of paper that is suitable for the
receipt, retention, retrieval, and reproduction of information by the recipient, whether by
email, texting, facsimile, or otherwise.

(22)

(a)
(b)

11

Employee11 includes an officer of a nonprofit corporation.
(i)

Except as provided in Subsection (22)(b)(ii), "employee" does not include a
director of a nonprofit corporation.

(ii)

Notwithstanding Subsection (22)(b)(i), a director may accept one or more
duties that make that director an employee of a nonprofit corporation.

(23)

"Executive director" means the executive director of the Department of Commerce.

{24)

"Entity" includes:
(a)

a domestic or foreign corporation;

(b)

a domestic or foreign nonprofit corporation;

(c)

a limited liability company;

(d)

a profit or nonprofit unincorporated association;

(e)

a business trust;

(f)

an estate;

(g)

a partnership;
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(25)

(h)

a trust;

(i)

two or more persons having a joint or common economic interest;

G)

a state;

(k)

the United States; or

(I)

a foreign government.

"Foreign corporation" means a corporation for profit incorporated under a law other than
the laws of this state.

(26)

(27)

"Foreign nonprofit corporation" means an entity:
(a)

incorporated under a law other than the laws of this state; and

(b)

that would be a nonprofit corporation if formed under the laws of this state.

"Governmental entity" means:
(a)

(i)

the executive branch of the state;

(ii)

the judicial branch of the state;

(iii)

the legislative branch of the state;

(iv)

an independent entity, as defined in Section 63E-1-102 ;

(v)

a political subdivision of the state;

(vi)

a state institution of higher education, as defined in Section 538-3-102 ;

l§uJ

(vii) an entity within the state system of public education; or
(viii the National Guard; or

)
(b)

any of the following that is established or controlled by a governmental entity listed
in Subsection (27)(a) to carry out the public's business:
(i)

an office;
(iJ

(ii)

a division;

(iii)

an agency;

(iv)

a board;

(v)

a bureau;
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(vi)

a committee;

(vii) a department;
(viii an advisory board;

)

(28)

(29)

(30)

(ix)

an administrative unit; or

(x)

a commission.

"Governmental subdivision" means:

11

(a)

a county;

{b)

a city;

(c)

a town; or

(d)

another type of governmental subdivision authorized by the laws of this state.

lndividual 11 means:
(a)

a natural person;

(b)

the estate of an incompetent individual; or

(c)

the estate of a deceased individual.

"Internal Revenue Code" means the federal "Internal Revenue Code of 1986,11 as
amended from time to time, or to corresponding provisions of subsequent internal revenue
laws of the United States of America.

(3 1)

(a)

"Mail," "mailed," or "mailing" means deposit, deposited, or depositing in the United
States mail, properly addressed, first-class postage prepaid.

(b)

"Mail, 11 "mailed," or 11 mailing" includes registered or certified mail for which the
proper fee is paid.

(32)

(a)

"Member" means one or more persons identified or otherwise appointed as a
member of a domestic or foreign nonprofit corporation as provided:
(i)

in the articles of incorporation;

(ii)

in the bylaws;

(iii)

by a resolution of the board of directors; or

(iv)

by a resolution of the members of the nonprofit corporation.
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(b)

"Member" includes "voting member."

(33)

"Membership" refers to the rights and obligations of a member or members.

(34)

"Mutual benefit corporation" means a nonprofit corporation:
(a)

that issues shares of stock to its members evidencing a right to receive distribution
of water or otherwise representing property rights; or
~

(b)

all of whose assets are contributed or acquired by or for the members of the
nonprofit corporation or their predecessors in interest to serve the mutual purposes
of the members.

(35)

"Nonprofit corporation" or "domestic nonprofit corporation" means an entity that:
(a)

is not a foreign nonprofit corporation; and

(b)

is incorporated under or subject to this chapter.

(36)

"Notice" means the same as that term is defined in Section 16-6a-103.

(37)

"Party related to a director" means:
(a)

the spouse of the director;

(b)

a child of the director;

(c)

a grandchild of the director;

(d)

a sibling of the director;

(e)

a parent of the director;

(f}

the spouse of an individual described in Subsections (37)(b) through (e);

(g)

an individual having the same home as the director;

(h}

a trust or estate of which the director or another individual specified in this
Subsection (37) is a substantial beneficiary; or

(i)

~ny of the following of which the director is a fiduciary:
(i)

a trust;

(ii)

an estate;

(iii)

an incompetent;

(iv)

a conservatee; or

(v)

a minor.
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i;

(38)

(39)

"Person" means an:
(a)

individual; or

(b)

entity.

"Principal office" means:

(a)

the office, in or out of this state, designated by a domestic or foreign nonprofit
corporation as its principal office in the most recent document on file with the
division providing that information, including:

(b)

(i)

an annual report;

(ii)

an application for a certificate of authority; or

(iii)

a notice of change of principal office; or

if no principal office can be determined, a domestic or foreign nonprofit
corporation's registered office.

(40)

(41)

"Proceeding" includes:
(a)

a civil suit;

(b)

arbitration;

(c)

mediation;

(d)

a criminal action;

(e)

an administrative action; or

(f)

an investigatory action.

"Receive," when used in reference to receipt of a writing or other document by a domestic
or foreign nonprofit corporation, means the writing or other document is actually received:
(a)

by the domestic or foreign nonprofit corporation at:
(i)

its registered office in this state; or

(ii)

its principal office;

@)

(b)

by the secretary of the domestic or foreign nonprofit corporation, wherever the
secretary is found; or

(c)
@

writing or other document, wherever that person is found.
(42)

(@

by another person authorized by the bylaws or the board of directors to receive the

(a)

"Record date" means the date established under Part 6, Members, or Part 7,
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~

Member Meetings and Voting, on which a nonprofit corporation determines the
identity of the nonprofit corporation's members.
(ili;..i

(b)

The determination described in Subsection (42)(a) shall be made as of the close of
business on the record date unless another time for doing so is specified when the
record date is fixed.

(43)

(44)

"Registered agent" means the registered agent of:
(a)

a domestic nonprofit corporation; or

(b)

a foreign nonprofit corporation.

"Registered office" means the office within this state designated by a domestic or foreign

~

~

nonprofit corporation as its registered office in the most recent document on file with the
division providing that information, including:

(45)

(a)

articles of incorporation;

(b)

an application for a certificate of authority; or

(c)

a notice of change of registered office.

"Secretary" means the corporate officer to whom the bylaws or the board of directors
delegates responsibility under Subsection 16-6a-818(3) for:
(a)

the preparation and maintenance of:
(i)

minutes of the meetings of:
(A) the board of directors; or
(B) the members; and

(ii)

the other records and information required to be kept by the nonprofit
corporation pursuant to Section 16-6a-1601 ; and

(b)

authenticating records of the nonprofit corporation.

(46)

"Share" means a unit of interest in a nonprofit corporation.

(47)

"Shareholder" means a person in whose_name a share is registered in the records of a
nonprofit corporation.

(48)

"State," when referring to a part of the United States, includes:
(a)

a state;

{b)

a commonwealth;
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(c)

the District of Columbia;

(d)

an agency or governmental and political subdivision of a state, commonwealth, or
District of Columbia;

(e)

territory or insular possession of the United States; or

(f}

an agency or governmental and political subdivision of a territory or insular
possession of the United States.

(49)

"Street address" means:
(a)

(b)

(i)

street name and number;

(ii)

city or town; and

(iii)

United States post office zip code designation; or

if, by reason of rural location or otherwise, a street name, number, city, or town
does not exist, an appropriate description other than that described in Subsection
(49)(a) fixing as nearly as possible the actual physical location, but only if the
information includes:

(50)

11

(i)

the rural free delivery route;

(ii)

the county; and

(iii)

the United States post office zip code designation.

Tribe 11 means a tribe, band, nation, pueblo, or other organized group or community of

Indians, including an Alaska Native village, that is legally recognized as eligible for and is
consistent with a special program, service, or entitlement provided by the United States to
Indians because of their status as Indians.
(51)

(52)

"Tribal nonprofit corporation" means a nonprofit corporation:
(a)

incorporated under the law of a tribe; and

(b)

that is at least 51 % owned or controlled by the tribe.

"United States" includes a district, authority, office, bureau, commission, department, and
another agency of the United States of America.

{53)

"Vote" includes authorization by:
(a)

written ballot; and

{b)

written consent.
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(54)

(a)

"Voting group" means all the members of one or more classes of members or
directors that, under this chapter, the articles of incorporation, or the bylaws, are
entitled to vote and be counted together collectively on a matter.

(b)

(i;

All members or directors entitled by this chapter, the articles of incorporation, or
the bylaws to vote generally on a matter are for that purpose a single voting group.

(55)

(a)

"Voting member" means a person entitled to vote for all matters required or

~

permitted under this chapter to be submitted to a vote of the members, except as
otherwise provided in the articles of incorporation or bylaws.
(b)

A person is not a voting member solely because of:
(i)

a right the person has as a delegate;

(ii)

a right the person has to designate a director; or

(iii)

a right the person has as a director.

~

~

(c)

Except as the bylaws may otherwise provide, "voting member" includes a
"shareholder" if the nonprofit corporation has shareholders.

Cite as Utah Code§ 16-Ga-102
History. Amended by Chapter 240, 2015 General Session, §1, eff. 5/12/2015.
Amended by Chapter 386, 2009 General Session
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§ 16-6a-704. Notice of meeting.

Utah Statutes
Title 16. Corporations
Chapter 6a. Utah Revised Nonprofit Corporation Act
Current through Chapter 423, 2016 General Session
§ 16-6a-704. Notice of meeting

(1)

A nonprofit corporation shall give to each member entitled to vote at the meeting notice
consistent with its bylaws of meetings of members in a fair and reasonable manner.

(2)

Any notice that conforms to the requirements of Subsection (3) is fair and reasonable, but
other means of giving notice may also be fair and reasonable when all the circumstances
are considered.

(3)

Notice is fair and reasonable if:
(a)

the nonprofit corporation notifies its members of the place, date, and time of each
annual, regular, and special meeting of members:

~

(i)

no fewer than 10 days before the meeting;

(ii)

if notice is mailed by other than first-class or registered mail, no fewer than
30 days, nor more than 60 days before the meeting date; and

(iii)

if notice is given:
(A) by newspaper as provided in Subsection 16-6a-103(2)(b)(i)(A), by
publication three separate times with:
(I)

the first of the publications no more than 60 days before the
meeting date; and

(11) the last of the publications no fewer than 10 days before the
meeting date; and
(B)

(I)

by publication in accordance with Section 45-1-101 ; and

(II) as provided in Subsection 16-6a-103(2)(b)(i)(B), for 60 days
before the meeting date;

{b)

the notice of an annual or regular meeting includes a description of any matter or
matters that:
(i)

must be approved by the members; or

(ii)

for which the members' approval is sought under Sections 16-6a-825, 166a-910, 16-6a-1003, 16-6a-1010, 16-6a-1102, 16-6a-1202, and 16-6a-1402
; and
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(c)

unless otherwise provided by this chapter or the bylaws, the notice of a special
meeting includes a description of the purpose or purposes for which the meeting is
called.

(4)

(a)

(I)

Unless otherwise provided by the bylaws, if an annual, regular, or special meeting
of members is adjourned to a different date, time, or place, notice need not be
given of the new date, time, or place, if the new date, time, or place is announced

~

at the meeting before adjournment.
(b)

Notwithstanding Subsection (4}(a), if a new record date for the adjourned meeting
is or shall be fixed under Section 16-6a-706, notice of the adjourned meeting shall
be given under this section to the members of record as of the new record date.

(5)

~

When giving notice of an annual, regular, or special meeting of members, a nonprofit
corporation shall give notice of a matter a member intends to raise at the meeting if:
(a)

requested in writing to do so by a person entitled to call a special meeting; and

(b)

the request is received by the secretary or president of the nonprofit corporation at
least 10 days before the nonprofit corporation gives notice of the meeting.

Cite as Utah Code§ 16-Ga-704
History. Amended by Chapter 388, 2009 General Session

iJ

I)
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§ 16-6a-1202. Sale of property other than in regular course of activities.

Utah Statutes
Title 16. Corporations
Chapter 6a. Utah Revised Nonprofit Corporation Act
Current through Chapter 423, 2016 General Session
§ 16-6a-1202. Sale of property other than in regular course of activities

(1)

(a)

A nonprofit corporation may sell, lease, exchange, or otherwise dispose of all, or
substantially all, of its property, with or without its good will, other than in the usual
and regular course of business on the terms and conditions and for the
consideration determined by the board of directors, if:

(b)

(i)

the board of di rectors proposes the transaction; and

(ii)

the members entitled to vote on the transaction approve the transaction.

A sale, lease, exchange, or other disposition of all, or substantially all, of the
property of a nonprofit corporation, with or without its good will, in connection with

(,jJ

its dissolution, other than in the usual and regular course of business, and other
than pursuant to a court order, shall be subject to this section.
(c)

A sale, lease, exchange, or other disposition of all, or substantially all, of the
property of a nonprofit corporation, with or without its good will, pursuant to a court
order is not subject to this section.

(2)

(a)

A nonprofit corporation shall comply with Subsection (2)(b} to vote or otherwise
consent with respect to the sale, lease, exchange, or other disposition of all, or
substantially all, of the property with or without the good will of another entity that
the nonprofit corporation controls if:
(i)

the nonprofit corporation is entitled to vote or otherwise consent; and

(ii)

the property interests held by the nonprofit corporation in the other entity
constitute all, or substantially all, of the property ofthe nonprofit corporation.

@

(b)

A nonprofit corporation may vote or otherwise consent to a transaction described in
Subsection (2)(a) only if:
(i)

the board of the directors of the nonprofit corporation proposes the vote or
consent; and

(ii)

the members, if any are entitled to vote on the vote or consent, approve
giving the vote or consent.

(3)

For a transaction described in Subsection (1) or a consent described in Subsection {2} to
be approved by the members:
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(a)

(i)

the board of directors shall recommend the transaction or the consent to the
members; or

(ii)

the board of directors shall:
(A) determine that because of a conflict of interest or other special
circumstance it should make no recommendation; and
(B) communicate the basis for its determination to the members at a
membership meeting with the submission of the transaction or
consent; and

(b)

the members entitled to vote on the transaction or the consent shall approve the
transaction or the consent as provided in Subsection (6).

(4)

The board of directors may condition the effectiveness of the transaction or the consent on
any basis.

(5)

(a)

The nonprofit corporation shall give notice, in accordance with Section 16-6a-704
to each member entitled to vote on the transaction described in Subsection (1) or
the consent described in Subsection (2), of the members' meeting at which the
transaction or the consent will be voted upon.

(b)

The notice required by Subsection (1) shall:
(i)

state that the purpose, or one of the purposes, of the meeting is to consider:
(A) in the case of action pursuant to Subsection (1); the sale, lease,
exchange, or other disposition· of all, or substantially all, of the
property of the nonprofit corporation; or
(B) in the case of action pursuant to Subsection (2), the nonprofit
corporation's consent to the sale, lease, exchange, or other
disposition of all, or substantially all, of the property of another entity,
the property interests of which:
(I)

are held by the nonprofit corporation; and

(II) constitute all, or substantially all, of the property of the nonprofit
corporation;

(ii)

contain or be accompanied by a description of:
{A) the transaction, in the case of action pursuant to Subsection (1); or
(B) the transaction underlying the consent, in the case of action pursuant
to Subsection (2); and
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(iii)

in the case of action pursuant to Subsection (2), identify the entity whose
property is the subject of the transaction.

Gi>
(6)

The transaction described in Subsection (1) or the consent described in Subsection (2)
shall be approved by the votes required by Sections 16-6a-714 and 16-6a-715 by every
voting group entitled to vote on the transaction or the consent unless a greater vote is
required by:

(7)

(a)

this chapter;

(b)

the articles of incorporation;

(c)

bylaws adopted by the members; or

(d)

the board of directors acting pursuant to Subsection (4).

After a transaction described in Subsection (1) or a consent described in Subsection (2) is
authorized, the transaction may be abandoned or the consent withheld or revoked, subject
to any contractual rights or other limitations on such abandonment, withholding, or
revocation, without further action by the members.

(8)

A transaction that constitutes a distribution is governed by Part 13, Distributions, and not
by this section.

Cite as Utah Code§ 16-Ga-1202
History. Amended by Chapter 189, 2014 General Session, §71, eff. 5/13/2014.
Enacted by Chapter 300, 2000 General Session
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§ 16-6a-1302. Authorized distributions.
Utah Statutes
Title 16. Corporations
Chapter Ga. Utah Revised Nonprofit Corporation Act

Current through Chapter 423, 2016 General Session
§ 16-Ga-1302. Authorized distributions

(1)

A nonprofit corporation may:
(a)

(b)

make distributions or distribute the nonprofit corporation's assets to a member:
(i)

that is a domestic or foreign nonprofit corporation;

(ii)

of a mutual benefit corporation, not inconsistent with its bylaws; or

(iii)

that is a governmental entity;

pay compensation in a reasonable amount to its members, directors, or officers for
services rendered;

(c)

if a cooperative nonprofit corporation, make distributions consistent with its
purposes; and

(d)
(2)

confer benefits upon its members in conformity with its purposes.

A nonprofit corporation may make distributions upon dissolution as follows:
(a)

to a member that is a domestic or foreign nonprofit corporation;

(b)

to its members if it is a mutual benefit corporation;

(c)

to another nonprofit corporation, including a nonprofit corporation organized to
receive the assets of and function in place of the dissolved nonprofit corporation;
and

(d)

otherwise in conformity with Part 14, Dissolution.
~

(3)

Authorized distributions by a dissolved nonprofit corporation may be made by authorized
officers or directors, including those elected, hired, or otherwise selected after dissolution
if the election, hiring, or other selection after dissolution is not inconsistent with the articles
of incorporation and bylaws existing at the time of dissolution.

Cite as Utah Code § 16-Sa-1302
History. Amended by Chapter 240, 2015 General Session, §24, eff. 5/12/2015.
Amended by Chapter 386, 2009 General Session
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§ 16-6a-1405. Effect of dissolution.
Utah Statutes
Title 16. Corporations
Chapter 6a. Utah Revised Nonprofit Corporation Act
Current through Chapter 423, 2016 General Session
§ 16-Ga-1405. Effect of dissolution

(1)

A dissolved nonprofit corporation continues its corporate existence but may not carry on
any activities except as is appropriate to wind up and liquidate its affairs, including:
(a)

collecting its assets;

(b)

returning, transferring, or conveying assets held by the nonprofit corporation upon

~

a condition requiring return, transfer, or conveyance, which condition occurs by
reason of the dissolution, in accordance with the condition;
(c)

transferring, subject to any contractual or legal requirements, its assets as
provided in or authorized by its articles of incorporation or bylaws;

(2)

{d)

discharging or making provision for discharging its liabilities; and

(e)

doing every other act necessary to wind up and liquidate its assets and affairs.

Dissolution of a nonprofit corporation does not:
(a)

transfer title to the nonprofit corporation's property including title to water rights,
water conveyance facilities, or other assets of a nonprofit corporation organized to
divert or distribute water to its members;

(b)

subject its directors or officers to standards of conduct different from those
prescribed in this chapter;

(c)
(d)

change quorum or voting requirements for its board of directors or members;
change provisions for selection, resignation, or removal of its directors or officers,
or both;

(e)

change provisions for amending its bylaws or its articles of incorporation;

(f)

prevent commencement of a proceeding by or against the nonprofit corporation in
its corporate name; or

(g)

abate or suspend a proceeding pending by or against the nonprofit corporation on
the effective date of dissolution.

(3)

Nothing in this section may be applied in a manner inconsistent with a court's power of
judicial dissolution exercised in accordance with Section 16-6a-1414 or 16-6a-1415.

Cite as Utah Code § 16-Ga-1405
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History. Amended by Chapter 240, 2015 General Session, §25, eff. 5/12/2015.
Amended by Chapter 315, 2007 General Session
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§ 16-6a-1410. Grounds for administrative dissolution.
Utah Statutes
Title 16. Corporations
Chapter 6a. Utah Revised Nonprofit Corporation Act
Current through Chapter 423, 2016 General Session
§ 16-Ga-1410. Grounds for administrative dissolution

The division may commence a proceeding under Section 16-6a-1411 for administrative dissolution
of a nonprofit corporation if:
(1)

the nonprofit corporation does not pay when they are due any troces, fees, or penalties
imposed by this chapter or other applicable laws of this state;

@I

(2)

the nonprofit corporation does not deliver its annual report to the division when it is due;

(3)

the nonprofit corporation is without a registered agent; or

(4)

the nonprofit corporation does not give notice to the division that:
(a)

its registered agent has been changed;

(b)

its registered agent has resigned; or

(c)

the nonprofit corporation's period of duration stated in its articles of incorporation

~

expires.
Cite as Utah Code§ 16-Ga-1410
History. Amended by Chapter 364, 2008 General Session
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§ 16-6a-1412. Reinstatement following administrative dissolution - Reinstatement after voluntary

dissolution.
Utah Statutes
Title 16. Corporations
Chapter Ga. Utah Revised Nonprofit Corporation Act
Current through Chapter 423, 2016 General Session
§ 16-Ga-1412. Reinstatement following administrative dissolution - Reinstatement after

voluntary dissolution

(1)

A nonprofit corporation administratively dissolved under Section 16-6a-1411 may apply to
the division for reinstatement within two years after the effective date of dissolution by
delivering to the division for filing an application for reinstatement that states:
(a)

the effective date of its administrative dissolution and its corporate name on the
effective date of dissolution;

(b)

(c)

that the ground or grounds for dissolution:
(i)

did not exist; or

(ii)

have been eliminated;

(i)

the corporate name under which the nonprofit corporation is being
reinstated; and

(ii)
(d)

the corporate name that satisfies the requirements of Section 16-6a-401 ;

that all taxes, fees, or penalties imposed pursuant to this chapter, otherwise owed
by the nonprofit corporation to the State Tax Commission, or otherwise imposed by
the applicable laws of this state have been paid;

(2)

(e)

the address of its registered office;

{f)

the name of its registered agent at the office stated in Subsection (1)(e); and

(g)

the additional information as the division determines is necessary or appropriate.

The nonprofit corporation shall include in or with the application for reinstatement:
(a)

the written consent to appointment by the designated registered agent; and

(b)

a certificate from the State Tax Commission reciting that all taxes owed by the
nonprofit corporation have been paid.

(3)

(a)

The division shall revoke the administrative dissolution if:
(i)

the division determines that the application for reinstatement contains the
information required by Subsections (1) and (2); and
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(ii)
(b)

that the information is correct.

The division shall mail written notice of the revocation to the nonprofit corporation
in the manner provided in Subsection 16-6a-1411 (5) stating the effective date of
the dissolution.

(4)

When the reinstatement is effective:
(a)

the reinstatement relates back to and takes effect as of the effective date of the
administrative dissolution;

(b)

the nonprofit corporation may carry on its activities, under the name stated
pursuant to Subsection (1)(c), as if the administrative dissolution had never

@

occurred; and

(c)

an act of the nonprofit corporation during the period of dissolution is effective and
enforceable as if the administrative dissolution had never occurred.

@)

(5)

(a)

The division may make rules for the reinstatement of a nonprofit corporation
voluntarily dissolved.

(b)
G)

The rules made under Subsection (5)(a) shall be substantially similar to the
requirements of this section for reinstatement of a nonprofit corporation that is
administratively dissolved.

Cite as Utah Code§ 16-Ga-1412
History. Amended by Chapter 386, 2009 General Session
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§ 16-6a-1607. Annual report for division.

Utah Statutes
Title 16. Corporations
Chapter 6a. Utah Revised Nonprofit Corporation Act

Current through Chapter 423, 2016 General Session
§ 16-Sa-1607. Annual report for division

(1)

Each domestic nonprofit corporation, and each foreign nonprofit corporation authorized to
conduct affairs in this state, shall deliver to the division for filing an annual report on a form
provided by the division that sets forth:
(a)

(2)

(i)

the corporate name of the domestic or foreign nonprofit corporation; and

(ii)

any assumed corporate name of the foreign nonprofit corporation;

(b)

the jurisdiction under whose law it is incorporated;

(c)

the information required by Subsection 16-17-203(1) ;

(d)

the street address of its principal office, wherever located; and

(e)

the names and addresses of its directors and principal officers.

The division shall deliver a copy of the prescribed form of annual report to each domestic
nonprofit corporation and each foreign nonprofit corporation authorized to conduct affairs
in this state.

(3)

Information in the annual report shall be current as of the date the annual report is
executed on behalf of the nonprofit corporation.

(4)

(a)

The annual report of a domestic or foreign nonprofit corporation shall be delivered
annually to the division no later than 60 days past the date the report was mailed
by the division.

(b)

Proof to the satisfaction of the division that the nonprofit corporation has mailed an
annual report form is considered in compliance with this Subsection (4).

(5)

(a)

If an annual report contains the information required by this section, the division
shall file it.

(b)

If an annual report does not contain the information required by this section, the
division shall promptly notify the reporting domestic or foreign nonprofit corporation
in writing and return the annual report to it for correction.

(c)

If an annual report that is rejected under Subsection (S)(b) was otherwise timely
filed and is corrected to contain the information required by this section and
delivered to the division within 30 days after the effective date of the notice of
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rejection, the annual report is considered to be timely filed.
(6)

The fact that an individual's name is signed on an annual report form is prima facie
evidence for division purposes that the individual is authorized to certify the report on
behalf of the nonprofit corporation.

(7)

The annual report form provided by the division may be designed to provide a simplified
certification by the nonprofit corporation if no changes have been made in the required

(l:)

information from the last preceding report filed.
(8)

A domestic or foreign nonprofit corporation may, but may not be required to, deliver to the
division for filing an amendment to its annual report reflecting any change in the
information contained in its annual report as last amended.

Cite as Utah Code § 16-Ga-1607

History. Amended by Chapter 364, 2008 General Session
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§ 16-1 0a-1421. Procedure for and effect of administrative dissolution.
Utah Statutes
Title 16. Corporations
Chapter 10a. Utah Revised Business Corporation Act

Current through Chapter 423, 2016 General Session
§ 16-1 0a-1421. Procedure for and effect of administrative dissolution

(1)

If the division determines that one or more grounds exist under Section 16-1 0a-1420 for
dissolving a corporation, it shall mail the corporation written notice of:

(2)

(a)

the division's determination that one or more grounds exist for dissolving; and

(b)

the grounds for dissolving the corporation.

(a)

If the corporation does not correct each ground for dissolution, or demonstrate to
the reasonable satisfaction of the division that each ground does not exist, within
60 days after mailing the notice provided by Subsection (1 ), the division shall
administratively dissolve the corporation.

(b)

If a corporation is dissolved under Subsection (2)(a), the division shall mail written
notice of the administrative dissolution to the dissolved corporation, stating the
date of dissolution specified in Subsection (2)(d).

(c)

The division shall mail a copy of the notice of administrative dissolution to:
(i)

the last registered agent of the dissolved corporation; or

(ii)

if there is no registered agent of record, at least one officer of the
corporation.

{d)

A corporation's date of dissolution is five days after the date the division mails the
written notice of dissolution under Subsection (2){b).

(e)

On the date of dissolution, any assumed names filed on behalf of the dissolved
corporation under Title 42, Chapter 2, Conducting Business Under Assumed
Name, are canceled.

(f)

Notwithstanding Subsection (2)(e), the name of the corporation that is dissolved
and any assumed names filed on its behalf are not available for two years from the
date of dissolution for use by any other person:
(i)

transacting business in this state; or

(ii)

doing business under an assumed name under Title 42, Chapter 2,
Conducting Business Under Assumed Name.

(g)

Notwithstanding Subsection (2)(e), if the corporation that is dissolved is reinstated
in accordance with Section 16-10a-1422, the registration of the name of the
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corporation and any assumed names filed on its behalf are reinstated back to the
date of dissolution.
(3)

(a)

Except as provided in Subsection (3)(b), a corporation administratively dissolved
under this section continues its corporate existence, but may not carry on any
business except:
(i)

the business necessary to wind up and liquidate its business and affairs
under Section 16-1 0a-1405 ; and

(ii)

to give notice to claimants in the manner provided in Sections 16-10a-1406
and 16-1 0a-1407.

(b)

If the corporation is reinstated in accordance with Section 16-1 0a-1422, business
conducted by the corporation during a period of administrative dissolution is
unaffected by the dissolution.

(4)

The administrative dissolution of a corporation does not terminate the authority of its
registered agent.

(5)

A notice mailed under this section shall be:
(a)

mailed first-class, postage prepaid; and

(b)

addressed to the most current mailing address appearing on the records of the
division for:
(i)

the registered agent of the corporation, if the notice is required to be mailed
to the registered agent; or

(ii)

the officer of the corporation that is mailed the notice, if the notice is
required to be mailed to an officer of the corporation.

~

Cite as Utah Code§ 16-10a-1421
History. Amended by Chapter 386, 2009 General Session
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§ 16-10a-1422. Reinstatement following dissolution.

Utah Statutes
Title 16. Corporations
Chapter 10a. Utah Revised Business Corporation Act
Current through Chapter 423, 2016 General Session
§ 16-10a-1422. Reinstatement following dissolution

(1)

A corporation dissolved under Section 16-10a-1403 or 16-10a-1421 may apply to the
division for reinstatement within two years after the effective date of dissolution by
delivering to the division for filing an application for reinstatement that states:
(a)

the effective date of the corporation's dissolution;

(b)

the corporation's corporate name as of the effective date of dissolution;

(c)

that the grounds for dissolution either did not exist or have been eliminated;

(d)

the corporate name under which the corporation is being reinstated;

(e)

that the name stated in Subsection (1)(d) satisfies the requirements of Section 1610a-401 ;

(f)

that all taxes, fees, or penalties imposed pursuant to this chapter, otherwise owed
by the corporation to the State Tax Commission, or otherwise imposed by
applicable laws of this state have been paid;

(2)

(g)

the address of its registered office in this state;

(h)

the name of its registered agent at the office stated in Subsection (1 )(g); and

(i)

any additional information the division determines to be necessary or appropriate.

The corporation shall include in or with the application for reinstatement:
(a)
(b)

the written consent to appointment by the designated registered agent; and
a certificate from the State Tax Commission reciting that all taxes owed by the
corporation have been paid.

(3)

If the division determines that the application for reinstatement contains the information
required by Subsections (1) and (2) and that the information is correct, the division shall
revoke the administrative dissolution. The division shall mail to the corporation in the

~

manner provided in Subsection 16-10a-1421(5) written notice of:

(4)

(a)

the revocation; and

(b)

the effective date of the revocation.

When the reinstatement is effective, it relates back to the effective date of the
administrative dissolution. Upon reinstatement:
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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Gv

(a)

an act of the corporation during the period of dissolution is effective and
enforceable as if the administrative dissolution had never occurred; and

(b)

the corporation may carry on its business, under the name stated pursuant to
Subsection (1 )(d), as if the administrative dissolution had never occurred.

Cite as Utah Code§ 16-10a-1422
History. Amended by Chapter 386, 2009 General Session
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§ 16-1 0a-1607. Annual report for division.
Utah Statutes
Title 16. Corporations
Chapter 1Oa. Utah Revised Business Corporation Act

Current through Chapter 423, 2016 General Session
§ 16-10a-1607. Annual report for division

(1)

Each domestic corporation, and each foreign corporation authorized to transact business
in this state, shall deliver to the division for filing an annual report on a form provided by
the division that sets forth:
(a)

the corporate name of the domestic or foreign corporation and any assumed
corporate name of the foreign corporation;

Gtii
(b)

the jurisdiction under whose law it is incorporated;

(c)

the information required by Subsection 16-17-203(1);

(d)

the street address of its principal office, wherever located; and

(e)

the names of its principal officers.

Gw

(2)

The division shall deliver a copy of the prescribed form of annual report to each domestic
corporation and each foreign corporation authorized to transact business in this state.

GtJ
(3)

Information in the annual report shall be current as of the date the annual report is
executed on behalf of the corporation.

(4)

The annual report of a domestic or foreign corporation shall be delivered annually to the
division no later than the end of the second calendar month following the calendar month
in which the report form is mailed by the division. Proof to the satisfaction of the division
that the corporation has mailed an annual report form is considered in compliance with this
subsection.

(5)

If an annual report contains the information required by this section, the division shall file

(j;

it. If a report does not contain the information required by this section, the division shall
promptly notify the reporting domestic or foreign corporation in writing and return the
report to it for correction. If the report was otherwise timely filed and is corrected to contain
the information required by this section and delivered to the division within 30 days after
the effective date of the notice of rejection, the annual report is considered to be timely

~

filed.
(6)

The fact that an individual's name is signed on an annual report form is prima facie
evidence for division purposes that the individual is authorized to certify the report on
behalf of the corporation.

(7)

The annual report form provided by the division may be designed to provide a simplified
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certification by the corporation if no changes have been made in the required information
from the last preceding report filed.
(8)

A domestic or foreign corporation may, but may not be required to, deliver to the division
for filing an amendment to its annual report reflecting any change in the information
contained in its annual report as last amended.

Cite as Utah Code § 16-1 0a-1607
History. Amended by Chapter 378, 2010 General Session
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§ 78A-4-103. Court of Appeals jurisdiction.
Utah Statutes
Title 78A. Judiciary and Judicial Administration
Chapter 4. Court of Appeals
Current through Chapter 423, 2016 General Session
§ 78A-4-103. Court of Appeals jurisdiction

(1)

The Court of Appeals has jurisdiction to issue all extraordinary writs and to issue all writs
and process necessary:

(2)

(a)

to carry into effect its judgments, orders, and decrees; or

(b)

in aid of its jurisdiction.

The Court of Appeals has appellate jurisdiction, including jurisdiction of interlocutory
appeals, over:
(a)

(i)

a final order or decree resulting from:
(A) a formal adjudicative proceeding of a state agency; or
(B) a special adjudicative proceeding, as described in Section 19-1-301.5
; or

(ii)

an appeal from the district court review of an informal adjudicative
proceeding of an agency other than the following:
(A) the Public Service Commission;
(B) the State Tax Commission;
(C) the School and Institutional Trust Lands Board of Trustees;
(D) the Division of Forestry, Fire, and State Lands, for an action reviewed
by the executive director of the Department of Natural Resources;
(E) the Board of Oil, Gas, and Mining; or
(F) the state engineer;

(b)

appeals from the district court review of:
(i)

adjudicative proceedings of agencies of political subdivisions of the state or
other local agencies; and

(ii)

a challenge to agency action under Section 63G-3-602;

(c)

appeals from the juvenile courts;

(d)

interlocutory appeals from any court of record in criminal cases, except those
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involving a charge of a first degree or capital felony;
(e)

appeals from a court of record in criminal cases, except those involving a
conviction or charge of a first degree felony or capital felony;

(f)

appeals from orders on petitions for extraordinary writs sought by persons who are
incarcerated or serving any other criminal sentence, except petitions constituting a
challenge to a conviction of or the sentence for a first degree or capital felony;

@

(g)

appeals from the orders on petitions for extraordinary writs challenging the
decisions of the Board of Pardons and Parole except in cases involving a first
degree or capital felony;

(h)

appeals from district court involving domestic relations cases, including, but not
limited to, divorce, annulment, property division, child custody, support, parenttime, visitation, adoption, and paternity;

(3)

(i)

appeals from the Utah Military Court; and

(j)

cases transferred to the Court of Appeals from the Supreme Court.

The Court of Appeals upon its own motion only and by the vote of four judges of the court
may certify to the Supreme Court for original appellate review and determination any
matter over which the Court of Appeals has original appellate jurisdiction.

(4)

The Court of Appeals shall comply with the requirements of Title 63G, Chapter 4,
Administrative Procedures Act, in its review of agency adjudicative proceedings.

Cite as Utah Code § 78A-4-103
History. Amended by Chapter 441, 2015 General Session, §7, eff. 5/12/2015.

Amended by Chapter 333, 2012 General Session, §6, eff. 5/8/2012.
Amended by Chapter 344, 2009 General Session
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ADDENDUM2
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Final Judgment
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The Order of the Court is stated below:
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Dated: March IO, 2016
Isl ROBERT FAUST01:32:53 PM
District°C~ui·rJ~dge/
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J. Craig Smith (4143)
jcsmi th@SHutah. law
Kathryn J. Steffey (10245)
ksteffey@SHutah.law
Aaron M. Worthen (15292)
aworthen@SHutah.law
SMITH HARTVIGSEN, PLLC
175 South Main Street, Suite 300
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (80 I) 413-1600
Facsimile: (801) 413-1620
Attorneys for The Well Corporation
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

SAM PINO, JEANNE R. THOMAS, TODD
PALMER, and JOO IE PALMER;
Plaintiffs,
vs.

FINDINGS OF FACT,
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW,
AND FINAL JUDGMENT
Case No. 140903403

ENTITY # 4812420-0140, commonly known
as The Well Corporation, a Utah nonprofit
corporation.

Judge Robert Faust

Defendant.

THIS MATTER came before the Court for oral argument on February 25, 2016, on the
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment and Plaintiffs' Counter Motion for Summary
Judgment. Having reviewed the pleadings and submissions by the parties, including all
supporting memoranda, declarations, affidavits, and exhibits, and with good cause appearing, the
Court issued its Memorandum Decision on Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment and
Plaintiffs' Counter Motion for Summary Judgment on February 26, 2016. Pursuant to that ruling,
the Court hereby finds the following:
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UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS

I. During the 1990s, several lot owners in the Brighton Estates Subdivision
("Subdivision") located in Wasatch County, Utah, began discussing
joining together to drill a well that could provide water to the lot owners.
2. In 1997, certain Subdivision lot owners entered into a Well Participation
Agreement with the Association, wherein each member agreed to
contribute to the funds necessary to drill the well.
3. In August 2000, these contributing members formed The Well
Corporation ("TWC"), a Utah non-profit corporation, designated as Water
Well Drilling Contractors, and transferred ownership of the well to that
corporation.
4. TWC

was

maintain[ing],

formed

for

repair[ing]

the

purpose

and

of "own[ing],

replac[ing],

operat[ing],

construct[ing]

and

reconstruct[ing] water diversion, distribution and storage facilities ... for the
purpose of supplying water for domestic, culinary, storage, and all other
beneficial purposes." TWC Articles of Incorporation, Art. III(a)(l)
5. On November 18, 2008, TWC entered into a Grant of an Access and
Water Conveyance Easement with the Ault Family Trust, in which the
Trust purported to grant an easement to TWC for the operation and
maintenance of a water well owned by TWC located on Trust property.
6. On December 6, 2010, TWC's registration with the Utah Division of
Corporations expired and was not renewed within two years from the date

March 10, 2016 01 :32 PM
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of expiration.

7. In February 2013, a new Entity was formed under the name: The Well
@

Corporation, as entity number 8593427-0140 ("TWC 2013").
8. On October 22, 2013, TWC executed an assignment transferring all of its
assets and obligations to TWC 2013.

@

9. Henry Johnson signed the Assignment on behalf of TWC in his capacity
as President of TWC and on behalf of TWC 2013 in his capacity as
President ofTWC 2013.
10. Thereafter, the Utah Division of Corporations reinstated TWC, with an
effective date of August 21, 2014.
11. On the reinstatement's effective date, TWC and TWC 2013 enacted a
Rescission Agreement that rescinded the Assignment. The Rescission
Agreement was explicitly based upon the belief that TWC had been
reinstated to "Active" status by the Utah Division of Corporations.
12. Henry Johnson signed the Rescission Agreement on behalf ofTWC in his
capacity as President of TWC and on behalf of TWC 2013 in his capacity
as President ofTWC 2013.
13. On September 6, 2014, TWC held a shareholder meeting. A majority of
TWC's shares were represented at the meeting, and of those shares, 95%
voted to ratify the directors' actions in organizing TWC 2013 "to act as a
successor-in-interest of the Corporation, and then successfully causing the
original Corporation to be reinstated for the benefit of the shareholders."

March 10, 2016 01 :32 PM
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14. Thereafter, the Ault Family Trust filed an objection to TWC's
reinstatement with the Utah Division of Corporations, and, on October 6,
2014, the Division determined to place TWC on "pending status awaiting
the outcome of the litigation."
15. On October 6, 2014, after learning that the Division had placed TWC on
"Pending" status, TWC and TWC 2013 enacted a Conditional Rescission
Agreement.
16. The Conditional Rescission Agreement rescinded and replaced the
Rescission Agreement dated August 21, 2014, and provides that the
Assignment dated October 22, 2013, would remain in place if TWC's
status is not restored to "Active" by the Utah Division of Corporations.
Pursuant to the Conditional Rescission Agreement, if and when TWC is
restored to "Active" status, the Assignment will be rescinded.
17. Henry Johnson signed the Conditional Rescission Agreement on behalf of
TWC in his capacity as President of TWC and on behalf of TWC 2013 in
his capacity as President of TWC 2013.
18. On the same day it agreed to the Conditional Rescission Agreement, TWC
2013 's board of directors also adopted Amended Articles of Incorporation.
19. TWC 2013's Amended Articles of Incorporation are identical in every
material respect to TWC's Articles of Incorporation, including all
provisions regarding internal governance processes; voting rights; and
determining shareholders and directors.
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Based upon the foregoing undisputed material facts, the Court makes the following
determinations:
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. Utah Code Ann. § 16-6a-1302(2)(c) expressly authorizes a nonprofit
corporation "to make distributions upon dissolution .. .to another nonprofit
corporation, including a nonprofit corporation organized to receive the
assets of and function in place of the dissolved nonprofit corporation."
2. The distribution authorized by Section 16-6a-1302(2)(c) may be made by
"authorized officers or directors, including those elected, hired, or
otherwise selected after dissolution if the election, hiring, or other
selection after dissolution is not inconsistent with the articles of
incorporation and bylaws existing at the time of dissolution." Utah Code
Ann. § 16-6a-1302(3 ).

3. In accordance with Section 16-6a-1302(2)(c), TWC transferred all of its
assets and liabilities to TWC 2013, which was organized to receive the
assets of and function in place of TWC.
4. The transfer of TWC's assets was made by TWC's President, an
authorized officer ofTWC.
5. Utah law does not require a post-dissolution distribution to comply with
the dissolved corporation's Articles oflncorporation and Bylaws.
6. However, even if Utah Code Ann. § 16-6a-1302(3) did require TWC to
distribute its assets after dissolution in accordance with its Articles of

~
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Incorporation and Bylaws, such a requirement has been satisfied in this
case.

Gil

7. The Board of Directors caused a written notice of a shareholders, meeting,
which referred to the legal challenge to TWC, to be delivered to all of
TWC's shareholders. The notice met the requirements of the Bylaws,

~

which state that "Notice may be given to the Shareholder either
personally, or by mailing a copy of the notice, postage [sic] and by
compliance with all conditions as provided in the Bylaws or rules and
regulations adopted by the Board of Directors." (TWC Bylaws § 4.3).
8. The notice requirements found in Utah Code Ann. § 16-6a-1202 do not
apply to TWC's assignment. Indeed, Section 16-6a-1202(8) expressly
provides that "[a] transaction that constitutes a distribution is governed by
Part 13, Distributions, and not by this section." Utah Code Ann. § 16-6a1202(8) (Emphasis added).
9. Because no similar notice requirement is set forth in Part 13 of the NonProfit Corporation Act, TWC's notice was sufficient. Moreover, Plaintiffs
have admitted to receiving the notice. (See Plaintiffs' Amended Response
to Discovery Requests at 13.)
10. After proper notice was given of the shareholder meeting, the Board's

it
actions were approved "by a vote of not less than two thirds of the
Shareholders voting in person or by proxy at a meeting at which a quorum
is present."
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11. Indeed, 95% of the Shareholders that were voting in person or by proxy
voted to approve the actions of the Board of Directors in forming the
successor entity. The Minutes also specifically state that, "The Chairman
declared that a quorum was legally convened for the transaction of
business .... "
12. Based upon the foregoing, TWC fully complied with both Section 16-6a1302 and its Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws in assigning its assets
and liabilities to TWC 2013 to ensure the continued operation of the Well.
ORDER

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED:
I. There are no genuine issues as to any material fact.
2. Defendant is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw.
3. Plaintiffs' Counter Motion for Summary Judgment is DENIED.
4. Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment is GRANTED.
5. All claims alleged by Plaintiffs in the Complaint are hereby dismissed with prejudice
and on the merits.
6. As this Judgment disposes of the all the claims in this case, this Judgment constitutes
a final and appealable order.
END OF ORDER.

Approved as to form:

Isl Thomas N. Crowther
Thomas N. Crowther
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
(Signed by Filer with permission via email.)
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Electronically DATED, SIGNED, AND ENTERED by the Court as shown at the top of
this Order.
The Honorable Robert Faust
Third Judicial District Court Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this 9th day of March, 2016, I caused a true and correct copy of
the

foregoing

FINDINGS

OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, AND FINAL

JUDGMENT to be served via the Court's electronic filing system upon the following:

Bret J. Crowther # 13185
Thomas N. Crowther #0773
THOMAS N. CROWTHER, P.C.
8160 Highland Drive
Building A, Suite 210
Sandy, Utah 84093
Telephone: (801) 438-1010
Facsimile: (80 I) 999-7 I 55
bret.crowther@crowtherlaw.com

Isl Kathryn J. Steffey
Kathryn J. Steffey
Sl\llTH HARTVIGSEN, PLLC
Attorney/or Defendant Carlow Towing

Qj)

Gi>
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ADDENDUM3
Articles ofincorporation of the Well Coi:poration
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THE WELL co1u·oRAT!ON
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We, the und~rsiP)led, nali,;r.ll ps::sOl\S cf lhc c:.ge of twenty-on:: ,e~rs or moreJ
incorporators of a corporation under the Utah Nonprofit Corporation Act, adopt the f5lkJwf..ng
Articles of Incorporation:

ARTlCLE t
Co!'pornte Name
The name of the corporatirm is The Well Corporation (the ''Corporation,.),

ARTICLE l!
Duration
The period of duration of the CorpoL-ation shell be perpetual unless dissolved as provi~ by
iaw.
0

ARTICLE II!

f\l.tllOsefi
A. The functions of the Corporation and the purposes for which it is o r ~ are to; ,

f
.p..
f
0
0

.,,
C)

vl

1. Own, o~rate, maintain~ repair and replace. construct ~ ~nstruct ~
diver~ion, c!istributioo and ~torage facilities. including, without limitation, oanals, ditoMs1 dapls,
reservoirs, flumes, aqueducts, under$round_ p~i,elines and all ,necessa..-ey aJ1(l des4"ed ~~
for the purpose of supplying water for domestic, oulinary, storage, and all other benefioial p ~

/2\.
\liiP I

2. Own and acq~r~ by appropriatior4 ptg~~a - ~ Q Q . i lien;· leaset or
otherwise, nU n.Qt>dful water,· so\ffl:es of water supply.azid wator rights used in conne(.-tion withlthe
water diversion, distribution, and stonsge facilities and the water supply flowing in and ~ughfthe
same and to regQlate, control and distribute such water and water $upply to the sbatepolders of1the
Corporation, and in general to do any and all things n*$sary and proper to be done in carryingiout
the business of M irrigation company.

3. AcqQixe, hold, l~e wi sell real and personal property useful to the carryin& on
of the affairs of the Corporation.
·
4. Make and perform contrncts with the, United States, the Slate of Utah any politipal
subdiYisions or s~cial districts, and othet governmental enriti~> individuals, b~ineas or n~fit
organizations, or any 0th.er P@rsons or orga.)liVJtions, whether or not incorporated, pursuant to~~
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mo.miage, pledge> or othenvise dispose

;;{--{h;~ ;s·~~t.~'"·,;,::;;;~C~rpor~tio~, or, ..,as and for seci.trity for loans, or

t"o,... thu
"'"'\•;~·l;r ...,, ,,1·
~.r.-r .,........
an,l wet~r ri£}n;:;,
and the i..iSe, joint development of
~.
:,V'V. ' 1
··•""
.:.:.--!-"•-.J'•••.-1
..... \:, ""'•v'•
.,,;,,
O"he.,.'"'S·l
imorovt!ments to ail w:.ter diversion, ciistrib~nion, ::md storng•~ faciiities; except that no such cont:t"act

r.o,:tn' e ~ar!"v, 1.:.as"'w, .:,.y(hr,-,gf'.
'r("r'r:-,~~u~
O•• ot.he,.• <lisncsition
of the assets of the Corporation
,,_i.,._..,.,.~ •
~L.,..._,,;1,,,::.,••:,• ni,r;,·lot
:""'"' -e,
.
or within ~n area ~ervcd by foe Ccrpor!ltioi: shrul be nuih.orized or valid unless: (i) the Board of
~

lJ

\J

.,...J

Dire~tors of th~ Corporation shai! aciop! :! :-esolmion recommending the same to the S1'.areh~l~ers
in ge:neral or '-Vithin tt specific: r~rcr~ servcj JY fr:e Corporatl,Jn in the case of improvements \vtt~m a
spcci11c area, and directing thm tr.~ rtsl,i~JivE ~.~ :;ubmilted to a vote at a meeting of Sharehol~ers
having voting rig hrs tn the Co1v(.1r;;tio:·1 g.c1:~:-:1l!y '3r Nithln a specH1c areal as the case may be, w~ich
may be either ar. annual or special meeting, (ii) wrinen notice of such meeting shall have been cjuly
given in conformance with the requirements of the Bylaws of the Corporation1 and (iii)theresolution
shall ba approved by a vote of not less tban r·-;,o thirds cf the Shareholders voting in person or by
proxy at a moeting at \Vhich a q~torn:-:i :s µresent
1

5. To enter imo stI\ ic.c cor.u·;1cts \Vith an:i· person to operate ail or a part o( the
Corporation's water sysrem, ct t::, mr1intain) rep?.ir renovate, or provide any other service with
respect to the Corporation• s water S)'Ste.m.
1

1

Do any and all acts and things, and io have and exercise all rights and powers from time to time
granted to a corporation by law, including, without limitation, those powers described in the Utah
Nonprofit Corpcmuion and Cooperarive Act, § 16-6-1 at film., U .C.A., (1953), as amended.

B. The Corporation is organized as a nonprofit corporation. None of its objects shall beJor
the peeuhlary profit of its Shareholders, Directors, or officers, and no pan of the income ofitbe
Corporati.ot1 sh~U inure to the benefit of or otherwise be distributed to any Shareholder or individµal.
No· loan shall be made by the Corporation co any of iis Directors or officers.
·
C. Th~ ~\UJ'?is~s --~~d powers e~:u.meraTcd sh~l not be con~tr.ued as limit~g :or resuictin9in
any manner the purposes r.nd puwers or tne Corporation as set forth m the laws 01 the State of U~h,
and this C01:"PO.i£Uiop s~aB always huve such incidental powers as may be connected with or related
to. an}' specific ·purpo~e· or power enumerated in these Articles.
'
ARTICLE IV
Shareholders and Stock

. I:· Shareho!~ers. The Shareholders of the Corporation shall be the owners of single fa11¥ly
i;estdenu~l pr_operty m the geographical are~ which qualifies for water service from the Corporatjon
as pres en bed by the ~card of Direcwrs and ·.vho have joined the Corporation ·by subscribing for qne
share of the Corporation per residence and by the payment of au required fees and charges ass~ed

2
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Cerco:-aiwn, me owner o! :>UCh snaN to on ... n...
coruic\.~iion m the Corporntton awater ~yst~m, S'.1bject, however, to the provisions of these Articles
ofincorporntior. and the Bylaws and Rule~ ~nd Regulatior:s of the CorporaHon.
"

1

ARTICLE V
Distribution ot' Water and ,l\sscssment~.

A. Dist:'ibution. Water shaU be distributed lo the Shareholders of the Corporation in s.uch
~<1nn~r es me.y be cktermined by the Bo<!rd of Directors. The amount of water distributed shall be
subject to annuei ~djuslment by the Board of Directors or during the course of any given year
depending upon the avltilub!e wah~r supply.

B. Proration iri the Event of Shanaae. In the event of shortage: use of the available ~ter
supply of the Corporation shell be prorated by the Board of Directors so that each shareholder will
receive the same quantity of water per share p~r yesr on a pro rata basis as each other.

C. Assessments.
· ( l) Each share of the stock of the Corporation shall be subject to at least annual
assessment so as to carry out the various purposes of the Corporation as set forth ln these Articles
of Inc-orporation, including, without limitation, the costs of administering the Corporation and: the
operation, maintenance, repair, modification, replacement and improvement of all diversion,
distribution, and storage facilities, together with appurtenances, which are now or may latef be
owned or operated by ihe Corporacion.

(2) Tht umount assessed per share shall be equal per share unless oiherwise dire¢ted
by the ac.tion ofthe Board of Directors where it determines an assessment based on use or some o~er
criteria should be made.

(3) The amount of the assessment shaD be determined at le~t annually by the Bci~rd
of Directors in conformance with the Articles oflncorporation Bylaws, and Ruies and Regulatfpns
of the Corporation and all applicable laws of ihe sune of Utah regarding the levy of assessme1¥5,
1

3
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(l) To facilitate n-.ore effective managcmen1 and control of water d5iivcry and tO
protect the Corporation and its shareholders, w~1er reprtsi;nt~<l by shares of stock of the Corporation
shtd} h~ de(!mcci rn oc appurtcnar~t to !he land upon which each such shat<; is 10 be used as of the date
of tht 5ubscrip~ior. execureJ o:· e;1·:h Sha:-ehokk·. From en<l after the date of the:,e Articles of
incorporation, the Secr(!tary of t.h~ Corporntion shall keep and maintain a record of the pl~ce of use
of the \.1-·ater rcpres~med by ~ht s:-ia:es of stoc.k issued.

(2) Stock may noi be separatdy conveyed or otherwise transferred by any sharehol~er
from the land identified in con.n::ccion wirh the stock and shaU not attach as an appurtenance for use
on any other 1£md.
ARTICLE VI
V Oi)!\~ Rights

Each share shall have equal voting rights with each other share, and each share shall :be
entitled to one ( 1) vote.

ARTICLE Vll

f-soarg of Director§

I

f

T /1.. vS;t<-e ->

A. Number of Direct.ors and Term of Office. The poWci-S and b~iness affairs of the
Corporation shall be ex.ercised and managed by a gpveming Board consisting at all times of a Boa.rd
o_f Dir9ctors elc;cted by the Sharehold(!cS of the Corporation. Directors shall serve for a term of o~e

year and until their successors are elected. The names and street addresses of the persons who are
to serve as the initial Board of Directors-are as follows:
Street Address of Director
Lynn Thompson

39 N. Valley View Drive, #68
St. George, Utah 84770

4
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7 l 70 Little Bell Coutt

Park Ciiy. Utah 84060
Ro!:

_;\1.Hr:

?. r).

r 3 ;, 1--

1/ 11
r'p-..;., l,'[ !,.. (

---.

1

f,;,

751 Mein Street, Su:te #7

v·,,r-;

1&ff~~

Park City, Utah 84060

I

B. QuaU!lcution of Directors. Bach Direc~or must be a Shareholder of the Corporation {or
a reortsentative 0f a Shareho}der ttiat 1s 8.4'1 o!'ganizatior~) as prnsctibed in the Bylaws. Each Dit~tor
shail :Hh·t orw vu!t 0;1 the B0ard of Directers of the Corporation.
C. 5.1.Lorum. A majority of the members of the Board of Directors of the Corporation s~all
be ne<.:~s:::2.;-y w fonr. •)r constitute e. quorum to transact business, and every decision of a majoJ?ity
of the Dire~w:·s' \-o:ing 2.t ~ meeting ~l whk~1 a quorum has been constituted shall be valid~ a
corpora~e fr~L

ARTICLE Y!Il
Officers
A. Officers und Term of ornce. The ofiicers of the Corporation, if any are prescribed by the
Byiav.·s, sh:.ill be eie,;;t~d by the Board of Directors und may consist of a President, a Vice-president
i:; Secretary, and a Treasurer, each of whom shali be elected and sh.all strrVe for a term of one year ~d
uJnii their suc~essors are eiec-ted a:1d duly qualified or until earlier removed by the Board.

B. Em.,nioyees and Agente. The oft1cers or Directors of the Corporation may appoin~ or
employ all such employees, agents. attorneys and consultants as they may deem necessaey to as~ist
them in the conduct of the business and affairs ofthe Corporation consistent with purpose and intent
of these Articles.

ARTICLE IX
Limitation of Liabiiitv of Shareholders
·1·h~ private property of ih~ Shdr~holders of the Corporation and the Directors and officers
shall nol be liable for the obHgatlons of the Corporation.

ARTlCLEX
Bvlaws and Rules and Regulation~
The Board of Direcrors shall have rhe power, from time to time, to promulgate, amend aiid
re-peal :;uch Bylaws and Rules and R.cgiiimions for the management of the internal affairs of ~e
Corpora:io? .~d the operation and c?ntrol of the Corporation's water diversion, distribution aj:ld
storage tac1lmes, as the Board shall aeem necessary.
:
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Am~ndmem of Ardcle.s of!ncornoration
These Articles of Incorporation nw.y be ~mended 0!1ly by a two thirds (2i3) vote- of the
shareholders; provided! howeve-r. t}iat these Articies of focorporation shaH iu no event be amer.rle<l
ir.: any mr.n.ner so as -;,o change this Corponulor. from a nonprofit corporation to a corporation
organized or operated for pecuniary profo or to cha.nge the provisions which requfre mat shares in
the Corpumion are appurtenant to th~ 1and described in 1he shun: cenificate and (hat water may only
be use:! u:'! ~he !and described in the sher~ certificate.

ARTICLE XII
Dl.ssolution
tn the eVcnt 0f dissoicdon ofthe Corporn~iou, each slrnreholder shall receive its proportiona1.e
share cf the Corporati;)n' s propeny ~md ass0{s~ induding gains from the sale of appreciated assets.
in proponio~i to rhe nuc1bcr of shares heid.

ARTlCLEXlll
Incorporators
Tne name~ tmd street addresses of the lncorporators of the Corporation are as follows:
Str~ct .t\dgress of Incoroorator
Lynn Thompson

39 N. Valley View Drive, #68
St. George, Utah 84770

Robert Powell

7170 Litde Bell Court
Pnrk City Utah 84060
I

Ron Auth

751 ~fain Street, Suite #7

Parle City, Utah 84060

ARTlCLEXlV
initial Office and Registered Agent
The srreet address of this Corporation's inhial office und th~ name of its initial registered

agent at such address ure:
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75 l Mam 3ireetl Suite #'7
?ark Ct:y> Ui<:.h 84060
'l'hc trndcrslgm:d beirig flm duly ~worn upon oath, d·~pose and say that they are the
incorpomt0rs mentioned in the foregoing Articles of Incorporation; that the-y have corrunenced and
1

his their bona fide intention w continue to carry OH the business mentioned in the foregoing Articles
c,f Incorpcratio:n; &nd fh'}t the si.aiemems contained in the fr,regoing A!"tides :rre true.

,2000.

S1gnatUre
Printed Name: Robert Powell

Signature
Printed Name: Ron Auth
~

STATE OF Ulr'\H

)

·ss.
)
SUBS;'~~ED AND $WORN TO before me by Lyr.n Thompson this

i!:L day of ~
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Ma~n Street: Suite #7

:-·;:<·. City, Utah 84060
The undersigm;d bcir.g tirn .::,.:!: ~.,,. ~J:r: L;:-c-:: 0afr~, depose a..rHi say mat they are the

~

incorporators memioned in chc forego~r~g :'-.n1,~:e~ i)~- Incorporntton~ that they have commenced, and
it is their bona fide inwz=tion w ~onti1:'.:t t{: c..i.rr:.r 0l\ :lit business mentioned in the foregoing Articles
of!ncorpora1io:1; and th~u ibc sr:::e:-ne;s;.:s c~·.nu~:r.e..: ::: the foregoing Articles ere true.
,2000.

-~-------·---------Signu~ur~
Pr:med Name; Lynn Thompson

'*
c;~/~
Sig!la"ure
Printed Name: Robert Powell

~1gnaiure
Frir:ted Name: Ron Auth

STATE OF UTAH

~

:ss.
County of_._... __._ ____ )

SUBSCRlBED AND SWOR.t"\l TO before me by Lynn Thompson this
__ , 2000

--

day of

----(iw

Not~/ Public
Residing at: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(ijJ
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ST ATE OF UTA\---1 )
,I

:::.s.

~......

Counry. of ' -q r,.,1"'•\ )

('

~ ') {' rt"''+--;T '
SUBSCRlBf.D At-.: D SWORN TO before rne oy Rohe.:1 !"'owe . mis L.2=-. cay o, '-2000.
·

STATE OF UTAH

·

-,u.J) .

)I ' '

1g

)

•
•
•·

l ACCEPT MY ,<\PPOfNTMENT
AS REGISTERED AGENT

Ron Auth

1

•

•
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